Quantification of in vitro retroviral replication using a one-tube real-time RT-PCR system incorporating direct RNA preparation.
The methodological and logistic benefits gained from assessing in vitro antiretroviral replication using one-tube real-time RT-PCR procedures are currently diminished by a continuing need for prior RNA isolation. We now report a simple and inexpensive modification of a commercially available one-tube RT-PCR assay, consisting of detergent-based virus lysis in the presence of a ribonuclease inhibitor, which can be used to directly quantify retroviral RNA levels in culture supernatant. This approach circumvents the potential loss of RNA inherent to RNA-isolation procedures based on prior extraction and demonstrates a dynamic range of at least 4 logs. Using in vitro culture systems incorporating either HIV-1 or FIV, we show that this ability to isolate retroviral RNA directly during the RT-PCR process can provide an equivalent alternative to one of the more time and resource-consuming steps in quantifying in vitro retroviral RNA levels.